
Straatlokaal 
social gathering in the city 

In three Utrecht districts a container is filled with materials to be found in the area. In no more than a week,  
a small house will be constructed using those materials. All three structures will subsequently be relocated  
to centre square the Neude where, together, they will form a pavilion with a bar and events.

5 - 10 May Neude, Utrecht | www.foundationprojects.eu
A social design project by Foundation Projects i.c.w. Born Digital and Sonostruct~ 

CoNtAINer hoUSe
A construction container developing into a house. It initially formed the idea for a logo for Rikkert’s design studio 
Stortplaats van Dromen (Dumping-ground for Dreams). Jet thought it was too complicated to be a logo, but saw the 
potential to actually execute the idea in real life.

FoUNDAtIoN ProJeCtS
Two years on, that day came. During the international Public Design Festival in Milan, designers Rikkert Paauw and Jet 
van Zwieten realize their first homemade house under the name Foundation. A container is placed in a supermarket 
parking lot in the middle of a working-class district, and Jet and Rikkert go out into the neighbourhood with a small 
team of people to gather materials. The stuff they collect isn’t just refuse found on the streets, but also donated 
by residents, such as old wood from sheds, furniture that has been sitting in attics for years and discarded interior 
furnishings from local entrepreneurs. Within a week, the container transforms into an actual little building, with a bar. 
During the festival, the bar becomes a meeting point where people share a coffee and show each other what has been 
done with their old stuff.

hometowN UtreCht 
The project was also held in Vienna during the Vienna Design Week 2010 and again during the Milanese Public Design 
Festival in 2011. Every disctrict produces a completely different structure made from materials that are characteristic 
of each particular place. Thanks to a grant from the Utrecht provincial authorities intended for young talented 
designers, Jet and Rikkert’s home town of Utrecht will be the next city to host the event.

StreetCombINg IN three DIStrICtS
In April, the designers and their teams, each with their own container, will pitch up in Wittevrouwen, Kanaleneiland, 
and Leidsche Rijn for a week. They will roam the neighbourhood on carrier bikes, streetcombing and inquiring, 
constantly on the look-out for building materials and discarded furniture. In all three districts, all these materials will be 
used to build a house for which the container is the foundation. Residents are welcome to supply materials themselves 
and possibly lend a hand in the building process. Images and sounds of the building process will be recorded.
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http://www.stortplaatsvandromen.nl
http://www.foundationprojects.eu


 PAvIlIoN oN the NeUDe 
After three weeks of streetcombing and building, the structures will be relocated to the Neude, where from 5-10 May, 
a bar named Straatlokaal will be opened. Straatlokaal will have a simple daily program of events including music, 
breakfast debates and speakers from the different districts. By means of videomapping, the story behind several 
materials will be projected onto those materials. Think of, for example, a picture of a resident, images of a messy 
attic, a renovation or of vacant land. Music and soundscapes (by Sonostruct~ and Jacob van de Water) made using the 
audio tapings will be played in the pavilion. In this way, visitors will get a multi-layered look into the three different 
Utrecht areas. 

UNexPeCteD eNCoUNterS 
The elements that truly set the Foundation projects apart are the innovative way in which the materials are 
transformed, the fact that there is always room for unexpected contributions and the manner in which Foundation 
forges a connection between local parties during the projects. “People from all walks of life will find their way to the 
project. People that hang out on the streets, but also architects, residents that come to donate materials and people 
interested in design. One of Foundation’s main goals is to bring people together and inspire dialogue between persons 
from different backgrounds. Until now, that is exactly what has happened at all previous projects and that is why we 
will just carry on.”   

streetcombing and building
2-8 April Leidsche Rijn Hof ter Weydeweg
9-15 April Wittevrouwen square at the crossing of 
Bollenhofsestraat and Zandhofsestraat
16-22 April Kanaleneiland-Noord Pearsonlaan 

Straatlokaal  
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www.foundationprojects.eu 

clips: www.vimeo.com/channels/foundationprojects 
photos: www.flickr.com/photos/foundation-projects/sets

facebook: www.facebook.com/foundationprojects 
twitter: @foundation030 / #straatlokaal
 
contact 
Jet van Zwieten 
info@foundationprojects.eu
+31 (0)6-424 77 182
 
 
This project has been made possible with the support of 
the Utrecht provincial authorities, Stichting DOEN and the 
Prins Bernhard Cultuurfonds. Special thanks to Van Vliet 
groep, Dutch Game Garden, Workx and the Vechtclub.
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